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The Wedding Officiants Manual: A guide to Writing, Planning and Officiating Wedding Ceremonies

The Wedding Officiant s Manual is an essential guide for anyone who wants to create a wedding

ceremony. Sunny Dawn Johnston, an Ordained Officiant with over a decade of experience, has

written this book from the Officiants perspective. However, this manual can be used by brides,

grooms and wedding consultants as well as ceremony Officiants. This guide contains fourteen

complete ceremonies and a variety of vows, poems, prayers, blessings and wedding traditions.

There are also several special tips that only a seasoned pro would know. Johnstons goal is to offer

you a variety of material that honors your unique beliefs, traditions and intentions. The Wedding

Officiant's Manual takes the guesswork out of the ceremony creating process and gives you options

galore, all in one handy book. Included is a Q&A form to make the entire experience from beginning

to end as stress free as possible. This is the Ultimate guide for step-by-step instruction on creating

the perfect ceremony.
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The step-by-step instructions are quite helpful. I give an A+ for the way the book was formatted. On

the other hand, I feel the book fell short on delivering what the title suggested. I was drawn to the

book because I was considering going into the wedding officiant business, so I was expecting more

information about how to run a wedding officiant business. The book was filled with helpful

information about conducting weddings, but I wanted to read more about the business side of being

a wedding officiant. I wholeheartedly give this book a thumbs up for people who are planning a



wedding. The information will help guide them toward determining what type of wedding to have and

how to conduct that type of wedding.

I love that Sunny Dawn Johnston has put together this wonderful Officiant's Manual !! Sunny comes

from the heart in anything she does and I am sure that this manual is full of great heartfelt wisdom to

support someone planning a wedding. I took Sunny's nine month Mind Body and Soul Certification

program which was transformational in my life. I went from an engineer to now teaching classes on

Angels and Intuition, and just this past October I officiated my first wedding in Sedona. I know

Sunny's support while I planned the wedding was fantastic so I am excited that others will now have

access to her experience and wisdom! I plan on buying the hardcover book to put on my shelf next

to her other books including my all-time favorite Invoking the Archangels!

Sunny's book is a wonderful step by step process on creating a beautiful ceremony for the couple.

There are a lot of different options and ceremonies that the couple can choose from to make their

ceremony personal for them. This is a very clear and detailed guide not only for officiants that are

new to performing ceremonies but also for officiants that may be looking for some non-traditional

ceremonies to offer as well as the traditional ceremonies. I feel that this book is a brilliant guide to

help the couple and the officiant plan a wedding together with grace and ease.

Excellent information! A fantastic resource for the new wedding officiant. I'm booked for 10

weddings so far, and this book helped me very much in preparing for the meetings with my couples,

and also preparing their ceremonies.

Everything an officiant could ask! Great book. Fast Delivery, arrived faster than expected. I LOVE

the book ... fresh spicy outlook on marriage as only Dawn could pull off! Nicely done! I recommend

this book and the source as well.

Was lucky to get a copy of this just as I started planning our own wedding. This book made planning

the ceremony and vows so simple yet very meaningful. There are many wonderful options and

suggestions and it is an easy and organized format where you can pick and choose various

suggested verses and phrases which are all beautifully and simply stated. The groom even read the

entire thing and we agreed on what spoke personally to us. If you are a bride or groom GET THIS

book! It will really simplify the most important part of your day and remain meaningful to you and



your guests for years to come!

Great book if officiating weddings! It clearly describes the order, process, and gives enough variety

for personalization for the wedding couple.It is a must have for all ministers! Great book Sunny!

This book helped me put together a beautiful ceremony for my friends. It answered all my questions.

I recommend it.
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